
AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF A BUSINESS

When someone first sets up in business, he/she may have some unstated aims or objectives - for example to survive for
the first year. Other businesses may.

Dealing with Change Change management is the process of preparing your organization for growth and
creating processes that effectively deal with a developing marketplace. Your business objectives are the results
you hope to achieve as you run and grow your business. It also enables the business to measure the progress
towards to its stated aims. This is usually written as a paragraph that sums up your vision and should be able to
be delivered in 30 seconds. To promote the acquisition of skills in other European languages for students and
for staff. More strategic aims include expansion, market leadership and brand building. You're now subscribed
to receive email updates! Achieve is a list of what you want to attain in the future such as open two restaurants
in your county. Maintaining a productive and positive employee environment improves retention. Some
organisations have alternative objectives. Steer Clear of is what you want to avoid, such as losing valuable
staff. Changing Objectives A business may change its objectives over time due to the following reasons: A
business may achieve an objective and will need to move onto another one e. Plans can then be made to
achieve these targets. All three are different and link together to form a cohesive plan for your company. It can
be expressed as a mission statement, company values and the purpose of your company. The main objectives
that a business might have are: Survival â€” a short term objective, probably for small business just starting
out, or when a new firm enters the market or at a time of crisis. A year-study that underpinned the book Firms
of Endearment found that purpose-focused businesses outperformed the market to-1 compared to businesses
that lacked purpose. The objective of change management is to create a dynamic organization that is prepared
to meet the challenges of your industry. Business aims â€” The long-term strategy for the business. The
company's core values become the objectives necessary to create a positive corporate culture. Technology
might change product designs, so sales and production targets might need to change.


